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This is the lead on-camera 
person on the six o’clock news. 

Jobs ($100)



 What is anchor?  
They are typically current or former reporters. 

Sometimes, they present live interviews for 
an important story.



Julie on The Love Boat, played 
by Lauren Tewes, held this 

high-profile position.

Jobs ($200)



 What is cruise director?  
The job is a combination of 

concierge and event coordinator. 



This kind of lawyer handles 
wills and trusts. 

Jobs ($400)



 What is estate attorney?  
Wills and trusts are legal documents 

relating to estate planning.



This person writes the 
code for software.

Jobs ($600)



 What is programmer 
(or software engineer)?  

A software engineer is the next step up from 
programmer and is responsible for overseeing 
the software for the duration of its lifecycle as 

well as managing the entire team. The software 
engineer can write code, but the job is 

far more involved.



A university faculty member who 
achieves the highest-ranking 
teaching position with tenure 

holds this title.

Jobs ($800)



What is professor?  
Most faculty members start as assistant 

professors and ascend to associate professor 
before they become professors and are 

granted tenure. In some cases, an associate 
professor is granted tenure. The road from 

assistant professor to full professor is 
around seven years. 



C. Everett Coop was this 
general, and he educated 
the public on the hazards 

of smoking.

Jobs ($1,000)



 What is 
surgeon?

The surgeon general must 
be a licensed doctor but 

doesn’t have to be a surgeon 
or a general. The surgeon 
general promotes public 

health policy. 



Anglophilia ($100)

When an heir in direct succession 
to the throne marries, it is expected 

the couple will produce an heir 
and one of these rhyming children.



 What is spare?  
An heir and a spare almost 

guarantee the succession to the 
throne will remain within the 

nuclear family.



Anglophilia ($200)

Queen Victoria gave 
this name to the day 

after Christmas.



 What is Boxing Day?  



Anglophilia ($400)

It is the flagship TV station 
in the United Kingdom.



 What is the BBC?  
It stands for British Broadcasting 

Company, and several radio and TV 
stations are a part of the BBC. It operates 
in 40 languages and has a large internet 

presence. Next year, the BBC will 
celebrate its 100th anniversary.



Anglophilia ($600)

London’s double-decker  
buses are this color.



 What is red?  
The iconic phone booths, known in London as phone 

boxes, are also red, but they’re mostly gone now. In 1907, 
the primary bus company had red buses. When London 

Transport took over the bus routes, they kept the tradition.



Anglophilia ($800)

“America (My Country ’Tis of 
Thee)” shares its melody with 

the national anthem of the 
United Kingdom, which goes 

by this title. 



 What is 
“God Save the Queen”?  

In the event of a king, it changes to 
“God Save the King.” The melody 

was composed by British composer 
Thomas Arne.



Anglophilia ($1,000)

This guy led a group of rebels 
who attempted and failed to 
blow up Parliament in 1605.



Who is Guy Fawkes?  
Parliament was scheduled to open on November 5, 

but he and his co-conspirators were arrested on 
November 4. The ones who survived a gunfight were 

charged with high treason, convicted, and hung. 
Today, some people view him as a revolutionary 
and sport Guy Fawkes masks, chant “Remember, 

remember the fifth of November,” and celebrate the 
day as Guy Fawkes Day. 



Baby IQ ($100)

Babies sprout a temporary 
set of these, which are replaced 

by permanent ones. 



 What are teeth?  
Baby teeth, also called primary teeth, 
consist of 10 upper teeth and 10 lower 

teeth. A full set of permanent teeth 
consists of 16 upper and 16 lower teeth.



Baby IQ ($200)

When a baby gets 
conjunctivitis, we usual call 

it by its nickname. 



 What is pink eye?  
Newborns often get it within a 

few days up to a couple of weeks 
after birth.



Baby IQ ($400)

When a pregnant woman 
undergoes this non-invasive 
procedure, she can learn the 

sex of her child. 



 What is ultrasound?  
An ultrasound between 18–20 weeks 

reveals the baby’s sex.



Baby IQ ($600)

An infant’s smile is this kind 
of behavior (either instinctive 

or learned). 



 What is instinctive?  
We know this because blind 

newborns smile.



Baby IQ ($800)

Newborns recognize this 
person’s voice.



 Who is their mother?  
They have been listening intently 

to their mother’s voice during their 
last 10 weeks in the womb.



Baby IQ ($1,000)

The earliest you can expect a 
baby to start trying to crawl is at 
around this number of months. 



 What is six?  
It can take up to 12 months.



“Up” and “Down”  ($100)

Impolite way to tell 
someone to be quiet



 What is shut up?  
Other ways to tell someone to be 
quiet include “simmer down” and 

“stick a sock in it.”



“Up” and “Down” ($200)

Right around dusk



 What is sundown?  
 Dusk comes immediately after 

sundown, after the sun has dipped 
below the horizon.



“Up” and “Down” ($400)

Heinz condiment



 What is 
ketchup?

Catsup is another word 
for ketchup, but ketchup 

is more popular. Heinz is, 
by far, the most popular 

ketchup in America.



“Up” and “Down” ($600)

Fabric softener brand



 What is Downy?  
It comes in liquid form and 

in dryer sheets.



“Up” and “Down” ($800)

The North American 
nickname for Australia



 What is Down Under?  
According to The Times of India, 

Australia was known as Terra Australis 
Incognita, “the unknown southern land,” 

before it was discovered. Australians 
rarely refer to their country as the 

land down under.



“Up” and “Down” ($1,000)

A company files this when 
going out of business. 



 What is bankruptcy?  
The most common forms of 

bankruptcy are Chapter 7 (liquidation) 
and Chapter 13 (reorganization). 



Canadian Provincial Abbreviations ($100)

BC



 What is British Columbia?  
Its capital city is Victoria, but 

half the provincial population lives 
in Vancouver. 



Canadian Provincial Abbreviations ($200)

QC 



 What is Québec?  
Québec City, its capital, is the oldest city 

in Canada. Old Québec City is a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. 



Canadian Provincial Abbreviations ($400)

ON 



 What is Ontario?  
It has more than 250,000 lakes, which is 

about one-fifth of the world’s fresh water. 
Ontario borders the United States, and 
it is named for Lake Ontario. Toronto is 
the provincial capital, but another city in 
Ontario, Ottawa, is the capital of Canada. 



Canadian Provincial Abbreviations ($600)

NS 



 What is Nova Scotia?  
Halifax is the capital city. Visitors can go 
whale watching during the summer and 
fall and drive the scenic Cabot Trail. Did 
you know Nova Scotia’s wine country is 
an area of North America’s early grape 

cultivation, dating to the 1600s?



Canadian Provincial Abbreviations ($800)

AB



 What is Alberta?  
The fifth-largest fire in the world 

started north of Edmonton. It was 
called the Great Fire of 1919 and 
burned five million acres. The fire 
started in May on the heels of the 

Spanish Flu epidemic.



Canadian Provincial Abbreviations ($1,000)

SK



 What is Saskatchewan?  
Regina is the capital and its second-largest 
city. Saskatoon, the “Paris of the Prairie,” 
is its largest city. It has evolved from an 
agricultural center to a technology and 

financial center.



Am I Blue? ($100)

This is a major North American 
health insurance company.



 What is Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, or BCBS?  
Even though Canada has 

nationalized health care, citizens 
can buy supplemental health insurance, 

and Blue Cross/Blue Shield insures 
Canadians and Americans.



Am I Blue? ($200)

This is the title of the 
1962 movie starring 

Elvis Presley that’s set in 
a tropical paradise.



 What is Blue Hawaii?  
Angela Lansbury plays Elvis’ mother. 



Am I Blue? ($400)

Look up Canadian and 
American used car values 

in this book. 



 What is 
(Kelley) Blue Book?  

The Blue Book, as most people call it, 
was originally published in 1926. 



Am I Blue? ($600)

Members of prominent, 
high-society families go 

by this moniker.



 What is blue blood?  
The term originated in Spain 

and referred to those with lighter skin 
because their veins appeared bluer than 

the veins of darker-skinned people.



Am I Blue? ($800)

Canada’s only MLB team is 
named for this bird.



 What is blue jay?  
The team is the Toronto Blue Jays.  



Am I Blue? ($1,000)

These elite U.S Navy and Marine 
aviators showcase the excellence of 

naval aviators through demonstration 
flights and community outreach, and 

serve as a recruiting tool. 



 Who are the Blue Angels?  
They are based in Pensacola, Florida, 

and they train in El Centro, California. 
They spend most of their time touring.



Final Jeopardy

By volume, this country 
consumes the most chocolate.



 What is the United States?  
Russia is No. 2, and the United 

Kingdom is No. 3.
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